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Signal-Level Information Fusion for Less
Constrained Iris Recognition Using
Sparse-Error Low Rank
Matrix Factorization
Yang Hu, Konstantinos Sirlantzis, and Gareth Howells
Abstract— Iris recognition systems working in less constrained
environments with the subject at-a-distance and on-the-move
suffer from the noise and degradations in the iris captures. These
noise and degradations significantly deteriorate iris recognition
performance. In this paper, we propose a novel signal-level
information fusion method to mitigate the influence of noise and
degradations for less constrained iris recognition systems. The
proposed method is based on low rank approximation (LRA).
Given multiple noisy captures of the same eye, we assume that:
1) the potential noiseless images lie in a low rank subspace and
2) the noise is spatially sparse. Based on these assumptions,
we seek an LRA of noisy captures to separate the noise-
less images and noise for information fusion. Specifically, we
propose a sparse-error low rank matrix factorization model
to perform LRA, decomposing the noisy captures into a low
rank component and a sparse error component. The low rank
component estimates the potential noiseless images, while the
error component models the noise. Then, the low rank and error
components are utilized to perform signal-level fusion separately,
producing two individually fused images. Finally, we combine
the two fused images at the code level to produce one iris code
as the final fusion result. Experiments on benchmark data sets
demonstrate that the proposed signal-level fusion method is able
to achieve a generally improved iris recognition performance in
less constrained environment, in comparison with the existing
iris recognition algorithms, especially for the iris captures with
heavy noise and low quality.
Index Terms— Iris recognition, less constrained environment,
information fusion.
I. INTRODUCTION
B IOMETRIC systems are widely used for automaticauthentication of human using various physiological and
behavioural characteristics, for example, fingerprint, face, iris,
palm print, finger vein, gait, voice, retina, etc. Among these
biometric traits, iris has shown a high reliability due to the sta-
bility and high degree of freedom of iris patterns. State-of-the-
art iris recognition algorithms [1]–[6] have reported promising
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performance with iris images captured in near-infrared (NIR)
wavelength and under a controlled environment. Recently,
significant research effort [7]–[24] has been devoted to
improve the usability and practicality of iris recognition
technology by allowing the iris images to be captured in
less constrained environment, with the subject at-a-distance
and on-the-move. In less constrained environment, the main
challenge is the noise and degradations in iris captures. The
captures usually suffer from a low resolution, together with
some noise like motion blur, specular reflection, off-angle,
eyelids and eyelashes occlusion, etc (in this paper, we simply
use the term ’noise’ to refer to all these noise and degrada-
tions, following many of the papers in the literature on less
constrained iris recognition, like [7], [11], [12], and [14]–[16]).
Therefore, a critical problem of iris recognition under less
constrained environment is how to overcome the influence of
noise in the iris captures.
In recent researches, information fusion has shown its
power to handle the above problem [19]–[24]. The idea is
to fuse the information in multiple captures to overcome the
information loss and noise. In [19], Hollingsworth et al. extract
images from iris videos and fuse them at the signal level by
mean fusion. The results are compared to score level fusion.
Based on the signal level fusion in [19], super-resolution
methods [20], [21] are proposed for iris resolution enhance-
ment. In [20] and [21], multiple iris captures are fused
by weighted mean methods. The weights can be calculated
using either individual focus estimation [20] or the combi-
nation of multiple quality measures [21]. Also, some resear-
ches [22]–[25] propose to fuse the information at the feature
level, since features are more directly related to the iris
recognition performance.
Although the aforementioned information fusion methods
show their effectiveness for less constrained iris recognition,
some problems still exist. One problem is that, most of the
existing methods use original iris captures for fusion, and they
do not distinguish between the clear iris pixels and noise pixels
in the fusion process. It is possible to lead to an impaired
performance. In less constrained environment, the iris captures
are often corrupted by noise. The noise not only influences
the original signal, but also embeds in the feature space [15].
In the fusion process, without distinguishing noise pixels from
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the proposed signal level fusion method.
clear iris pixels, the fusion result is possible to be influenced
by the noise embedded in the signals and features. It degrades
the performance. Therefore, we expect that an information
fusion algorithm considering clear iris pixels and noise pixels
separately is able to achieve a better performance.
With the above motivation, a key problem is how to seek
clear iris pixels from multiple noisy iris captures. Recently,
low rank approximation (LRA) [26]–[29] has shown its power
to solve this problem. LRA algorithms assume that given
multiple noisy observations, the noiseless signals lie in a
low rank subspace. Based on this assumption, they seek the
LRA of the original noisy observations as the estimation of
noiseless signals. The above assumption of LRA is likely to
hold for iris images of the same eye, due to the inherent
stability of iris patterns. Thus, it is reasonable to utilize
LRA to distinguish between clear iris pixels and noise pixels,
designing an information fusion method that considers the
clear iris pixels and noise pixels separately for iris recognition.
In this paper, we propose a novel signal-level informa-
tion fusion method for less constrained iris recognition. The
method is based on a sparse-error low rank matrix factoriza-
tion (SE-LRMF) model which is proposed to seek a low rank
approximation of iris images to distinguish between clear iris
pixels and noise pixels. The flowchart of the proposed method
is shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, given multiple iris captures of the
same eye, we compute a low rank component and a sparse
error component using SE-LRMF. The low rank component
estimates the clear iris pixels, and the sparse error compo-
nent is viewed as noise pixels. Then, the low rank component
(clear iris pixels) and sparse error component (noise pixels)
are considered individually for signal level fusion. The low
rank component is fused straightforwardly, while the sparse
error component is utilized to perform a weighted fusion of
the original iris captures. Such a scheme leads to two fused
images: one using low rank component, the other one using
sparse error component and the original iris captures. Finally,
we extract two iris codes from the two fused images, and the
two iris codes are combined to produce a single iris code as
the final fusion result.
Contributions: Our contributions are as follows. First, we
propose a novel model named sparse-error low rank matrix
factorization (SE-LRMF) for low rank approximation to sepa-
rate clear iris pixels and noise pixels in multiple iris captures.
SE-LRMF uses low rank matrix factorization to model the
clear iris pixels, and it uses a sparse error term to esti-
mate the noise pixels. We propose an alternating algorithm
to solve SE-LRMF. Experimentally, we show that for iris
images, SE-LRMF achieves a more stable and very competi-
tive performance compared to existing low rank approximation
algorithms.
Second, based on SE-LRMF, we propose a signal-level
information fusion method considering the clear iris pix-
els and noise pixels separately. It consists of a low rank
mean (LRM) fusion using clear iris pixels, and an error
weighted mean (EWM) fusion using noise pixels and the
original iris captures. We demonstrate that not only clear iris
pixels can be straightforwardly fused via LRM, but also noise
pixels are able to contribute to the signal level fusion by EWM.
Third, we combine the fusion results of LRM and EWM at
the code level to produce a single iris code. In our experiments,
we find that such code level combination leads to an improved
performance in comparison to the individual fusion results of
either LRM or EWM.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In section II, we revisit the related works to informa-
tion fusion in iris recognition, and low rank approximation.
In section III, we present the proposed signal level fusion
method. In section IV, we report the results of experimental
analysis and comparisons. Finally in section V, we conclude
the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Information Fusion in Iris Recognition
Existing information fusion methods for iris recognition can
be categorized into score level fusion, signal level fusion and
feature level fusion. Given a set of gallery iris codes and a set
of probe iris codes, score level fusion produces one matching
score by fusing the matching scores between all the combina-
tions of gallery and probe iris codes. Hollingsworth et al. [19]
reports the performance of minimum fusion and mean fusion
of matching scores on NIR iris videos.
Signal level fusion combines multiple iris captures to be
one image, and iris codes are extracted from the fused image
for matching. In [19], Hollingsworth et al. fuse iris images
in video captures by mean and median fusion. As reported
in [19], signal level fusion leads to better performance than no
fusion, and mean fusion performs better than median fusion.
The mean fusion method in [19] essentially assigns equal
importance to all the pixels in all the iris captures. Differ-
ent from this, weighted mean fusion methods are proposed
in [20] and [21]. The weights are calculated based on image
quality measures. The iris captures with higher quality are
assigned higher weights. In [20], Nguyen et al. use focus score
as quality measure. In [21], a better performance is achieved
by combining multiple quality scores to produce a quality
measure. The considered quality scores include focus, off-
angle, illumination variance and motion. Compared to score
level fusion, signal level fusion has significant advantage in
speed and memory cost. However, existing signal level fusion
methods directly use the original iris captures for fusion.
In less constrained environment, the fusion results are likely
to be influenced by the noise in the original iris captures,
although the noise level can be mitigated by fusion.
Feature level fusion aims to estimate the iris code of a clear
and high-resolution iris image using the iris codes extracted
from multiple noisy and low-resolution iris captures. The
key step of feature level fusion is to learn the relationship
between the iris codes of noiseless high-resolution iris images
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and noisy low-resolution iris images. Nguyen et al. [22]
formulate feature level fusion in a Bayesian framework using
PCA features (eigen-iris), and it can be solved by max-
imum a posteriori estimation approach. In [23] and [25],
Nguyen et al. demonstrate that the similar Bayesian framework
can be adapted to Gabor feature domain which is the most
widely used feature in iris recognition. Liu et al. [24] propose
to use a Markov network model for feature level fusion.
This model considers the high resolution iris code as the
hidden node of a Markov network, and it is computed using
multiple low resolution iris codes served as the observations.
Feature level fusion performs generally better than score level
and signal level fusion, since the features (iris codes) are
more directly related to the performance of iris recognition.
However, most feature level fusion methods require a learning
stage to build the relationship between high resolution and
low resolution features, and such relationship can be data
dependent. It influences the generality of the algorithm in real
applications. Also, similar to the existing signal level fusion
methods, most of current feature level fusion methods use the
iris codes extracted from the original noisy iris captures for
fusion. As a result, the fusion result is still influenced by the
noise embedded in the feature space.
We note that the algorithms in [20]–[23] are called super
resolution in these papers. However, differently from other
iris super-resolution methods like [26] and [30], the key step
in [20]–[23] is the fusion of information in multiple iris
images, rather than the estimation of high-resolution texture
from low-resolution observations. Therefore, in this paper, we
consider them as information fusion methods.
B. Low Rank Approximation
Low rank approximation (LRA) is a powerful method to
seek the potential noiseless structures of highly-correlated data
from noisy observations. Given multiple noisy observations, a
basic assumption of LRA is that the potential noiseless data
lie in a low rank subspace. Based on this assumption, the
LRA of noisy observations is sought as the estimation of
noiseless data. Existing LRA algorithms can be categorized
into low rank decomposition [26] and low rank matrix factori-
zation [27]–[29], [31]–[35]. Low rank decomposition repre-
sents the original noisy observations as the sum of a low rank
component and an error component. The low rank component
estimates the potential noiseless data, while the error compo-
nent models the noise which is usually assumed to be spatially
sparse. The representative algorithm of low rank decomposi-
tion is robust principal component analysis (RPCA) [26]. Let
Y ∈ Rm×n be a data matrix with n observations (each column
is an observation). RPCA seeks the low rank approximation
of Y as follows:
arg min
A,E
‖A‖∗ + λ‖E‖1 s.t . Y = A + E (1)
where A ∈ Rm×n is the low rank component and E ∈ Rm×n
is the error component. ‖•‖∗ is the nuclear norm which
calculates the sum of the singular values of •. Minimizing
‖A‖∗ leads to a minimization on the rank of A. ‖•‖1 calculates
the sum of the absolute value of all the elements in •.
Minimizing ‖E‖1 induces sparsity in E. The main advan-
tage of RPCA is its convexity. The convexity enables to
solve Eqn. 1 by tractable convex optimization. However,
the algorithms to solve Eqn. 1 often require to compute a
singular value decomposition (SVD) in each iteration. It is
computationally expensive.
Different from low rank decomposition minimizing the
nuclear norm to seek a low rank solution, low rank matrix
factorization approximates the observation matrix Y by












where U ∈ Rm×r and V ∈ Rn×r are two low rank matrix
(r  m, n), ⊗ is element-wise multiplication operator, and
W ∈ {0, 1}m×n is a binary weight matrix indicating missing
entries in Y . An element in W is assigned 0 if the correspond-
ing entry in Y is missing, otherwise it is assigned 1. Since both
U and V T are low rank matrix, their product is still a low rank
matrix and it forms the LRA of Y .
Although the solution of Eqn. 2 is not unique and it is
also dependent on the structure of W , many researches have
shown that effective solutions can be computed with the
norm in Eqn. 2 being Frobenious norm [28], [29], [31], [32],
1-norm [27], [33], rotational invariant R1-norm [34], or max-




1) [35]. Especially, in recent research, Meng et al. [27]
demonstrate that with 1-norm, Eqn. 2 can be efficiently solved
by a cyclic weighted median filtering algorithm. As reported
in [27], this method achieves a more robust reconstruction
of noiseless signals in comparison to RPCA and some other
representative algorithms of low rank matrix factorization.
However, compared to low rank decomposition, low rank
matrix factorization does no explicitly formulate the noise
component (i.e. E in Eqn. 1). The noise elements can be
indicated in W , but such weighting scheme heavily relies on
the prior of noise positions which are sometimes unavailable
in real applications. As a result, the noise in the observations
always influences the estimation of U and V in the procedure
of solving Eqn. 2, although such influence can be mitigated
by using some more robust norms, like the above mentioned
1-norm, rotational invariant R1-norm, and 1 dispersion of Y .
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present the proposed signal level fusion
method for less constrained iris recognition. Firstly, we
describe the proposed sparse-error low rank matrix factoriza-
tion (SE-LRMF) model to seek a low rank approximation.
Given multiple iris captures, SE-LRMF decomposes them
into a low rank component expressing the potential noiseless
images and an error component estimating the noise. Then, we
demonstrate our signal level fusion method based on the result
of SE-LRMF. It consists of a low rank mean (LRM) fusion
method using the low rank component and an error weighted
mean (EWM) fusion method employing the error component.
Finally, we present the code level combination of the results
of LRM and EWM.
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A. Sparse-Error Low Rank Matrix Factorization (SE-LRMF)
Given multiple noisy captures of the same eye, we assume
that the potential noiseless images lie in a low rank subspace,
due to the inherent stability of iris patterns. Similar to the
notations in section II-B, we use Y ∈ Rm×n to denote a data
matrix with each of its column being an unwrapped iris image.
We use U ∈ Rm×r and V ∈ Rn×r to denote the two matrix
forming the factorization of Y , and we use E ∈ Rm×n to
denote the error component which models the noise in the















where λ is a penalty parameter. Eqn. 3 includes two terms.
The first term is a reconstruction fidelity term. It represents
the noisy iris captures by the sum of the noiseless images (low
rank component UV T) and noise (error component E). The
second term is a sparsity constraint on the error component.
Following RPCA [26], we assume that the noise is spatially
sparse, and we use 1-norm to induce sparsity. The model
has two parameters: r  m, n is one of the dimensions of
U and V , controlling the rank of approximation; λ is a scalar
balancing between the reconstruction error and the sparsity.
Different from traditional low rank matrix factorization
models in Eqn. 2, SE-LRMF explicitly formulates the noise
to suppress its influence. Also, compared to Eqn. 2, Eqn. 3
does not include W which is the weight matrix indicating
missing entries. The reason is three-fold. First, although we
can construct W based on the results of iris segmentation,
the segmentation errors will lead to inaccurate entries. Even
with an accurate localization of iris, pupil and eyelids, false
detections on reflection and shadow still induce inaccuracy.
Second, including W increases the complexity of the objective
function, and it is possible to induce more computational load.
Third, experimentally, we find that the error component E
and the sparsity constraint on it are powerful enough to
model the noise and mitigate its influence on the estimation
of U and V .
Eqn. 3 is not convex in U , V and E, but it is convex in
one of them with the other two fixed. Therefore, we seek a
local minimum via an alternating scheme. It leads to a U ,
V -subproblem and an E-subproblem.
U , V -Subproblem: Let Y˜ = Y−E. With error component E












The solution of Eqn. 4 is not unique. By fixing one of U and V
and setting the partial derivative of the objective function with
respect to the other one to zero, we can descend the objective
function by updating U and V as follows:










Algorithm 1 Solving SE-LRMF
Input : matrix of unwrapped iris images Y ; parameter λ
1 Initialization: random U0, E0 = 0, i = 0;
2 while not converge do
3 compute Vi+1 using Y , Ei , Ui based on Eqn. 5;
4 compute Ui+1 using Y , Ei , Vi+1 based on Eqn. 6;
5 compute Ei+1 using Y , Ui+1, Vi+1 based on Eqn. 8;
6 i ← i + 1;
7 end
Output: U ,V ,E
E-Subproblem: Let Ŷ = Y − UV T. With U and V fixed,






∥Ŷ − E∥∥2F + λ‖E‖1 (7)
According to [36], the solution of Eqn. 7 can be obtained by
performing soft-thresholding operation on Ŷ :
E = sign (Ŷ ) max (∣∣Ŷ ∣∣ − λ, 0) (8)
where sign (•) is the sign function. All the operations in Eqn. 8
are element-wise.
With the parameter λ fixed, alternating between U ,
V -subproblem and E-subproblem leads to a sequence of
monotonically decreasing objective function values. Therefore,
it will converge to a local minimum.
It can be seen that in such an alternating scheme, U and V
forming the low rank component are computed based on
noise-eliminated signals Y˜ = Y − E. In other words, with
the explicitly formulated error component E, the proposed
SE-LRMF is able to suppress the influence of noise on low
rank matrix factorization without relying on any specific robust
norms or weight matrix based on the priors of noise.
In our implementation, the order of alternation is Eqn. 5,
Eqn. 6, Eqn. 8. Accordingly, we need to initialize U and E
in the first iteration. In our experiment, we find that although
Eqn. 3 has multiple local minimum and the solution depends
on the starting point, a simple random initialization of U as
used in [27] is able to achieve a generally good performance.
E is initialized to be a matrix of zeros. We summarize the
whole algorithm to solve Eqn. 3 in Algorithm 1.
After obtaining U , V and E, we construct a matrix
A = UV T to be the low rank component considered as noise-
less iris images, and we directly use the error component E
as the estimated noise. Some example results of SE-LRMF
is shown in Fig. 2(a) to Fig. 2(c). It can be seen that given
the noisy iris captures in Fig. 2(a), the low rank components
in Fig. 2(b) mainly include the potential stable structure of
the iris, while the error component in Fig. 2(c) accurately
models noise like reflections, eyelids and eyelashes. We note
that part of eyelids and eyelashes are still contained in the low
rank component. This is because the pixels in some regions
are always occupied by noise, and we lack the noiseless
information for these regions. Also, we find that some clear iris
texture is possible to be detected as noise. An example is the
second image from the top. It can be seen that in this image,
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Fig. 2. Examples of the results of SE-LRMF based signal level fusion.
(a) The original unwrapped iris captures from the same eye; (b) the low rank
component (noiseless iris images) of the images in (a) sought by SE-LRMF;
(c) the error component (noise) of the images in (a) sought by SE-LRMF;
(d) the fusion result using low rank mean (LRM) fusion and error weighted
mean (EWM) fusion.
some clear iris textures in the middle part at the horizontal
direction are included in the error component. The reason is
that these local textures in this image are visually different
from the textures in other images at the same position. We note
that this leads to information loss. We will handle this problem
at the signal level fusion stage.
B. Signal Level Fusion
Given multiple noisy iris captures of the same eye, we can
seek the a low rank component A as the noiseless images
and an error component E as the noise using the SE-LRMF
model proposed in section III-A. In this subsection, we utilize
A and E individually for signal level fusion. It leads to a low
rank mean (LRM) fusion and an error weighted mean (EWM)
fusion.
1) Low Rank Mean (LRM) Fusion: Since A is viewed as
a matrix of noiseless iris images, we can fuse the images in
A directly by mean fusion. We produce a fused image by
calculating the mean of all the noiseless images in A. This
fusion method is named low rank mean, since it is the mean
fusion on the low rank component sought by SE-LRMF.
However, simple mean fusion on noiseless component is not
enough. We find that although the influence of noise is miti-
gated in the low rank component A, some images in A suffer
from texture loss. The reason is that in some cases, some local
textures in one image are visually different from the textures in
other images at the same position. Consequently, these textures
are possible to be excluded from the low rank component A
and considered as noise (see the example discussed at the end
of section III-A). It results information loss and influence the
performance of iris recognition using LRM fusion. Therefore,
we propose an error weighted mean (EWM) fusion method.
EWM fusion utilizes all the information in the original images.
It mitigates the influence of noise by a weighting scheme based
on the error component E sought by SE-LRMF.
2) Error Weighted Mean (EWM) Fusion: Recall that we
denote the matrix of original iris captures by Y ∈ Rm×n with
each of its column being an observation. Let yi ∈ Rm be the
i th column of Y . The proposed EWM fusion is formulated as
follows:
y f = ω1 ⊗ y1 + ω2 ⊗ y2 + · · · + ωn ⊗ yn (9)
where y f ∈ Rm denotes the fused image, ⊗ is element-
wise multiplication operator, ωi = [ωi1, ωi2, . . . , ωim ]T ∈ Rm
is a vector of weights corresponding to yi . The weights in
ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn satisfy that for any arbitrary j ∈ [1, m],
∑n
i=1 ωij = 1. It means that the weights on the same position
of all the images have a sum of 1.
Different from the global weighting scheme in the existing
weighted mean fusion methods [21], [22], EWM uses a pixel-
wise weighting scheme. We assign the weights considering
the individual reliability of each pixel; the weights of different
pixels in the same image can be different. Compared to the
existing global weighting method, EWM has a more flexible
and finer assignment of the weights. We expect that it is able
to better preserve usable information while suppressing noise.
Given Eqn. 9, the key problem is how to compute
the weights in ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn . In this paper, we compute
these weights based on the error component E obtained by
SE-LRMF model. The idea is straightforward: we consider
E as the estimation of noise; for a pixel, the higher the
noise level, the lower the reliability of the information in this
pixel; hence, the weights should be inversely proportional to
|E| ∈ Rm×n . Based on this idea, we calculate the weights as
follows.
Firstly, we normalize the elements in |E| to between
0 and 1 by:
E′ = |E| − fmin (|E|)fmax (|E|) − fmin (|E|) (10)
where E′ denote the normalized matrix of |E|, fmin (•) and
fmax (•) find the minimum and maximum value in a matrix,
respectively.
Then, we calculate a weight matrix W ′ ∈ Rm×n by:
W ′ = 1 − E′ (11)
Thus, the elements in W ′ are inversely proportional to |E|.
Finally, we normalize each row of W ′ to have a sum of 1.
We use the columns of the normalized W ′ as ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn .
The reason is that each column of E corresponds to the
estimated noise in an iris capture, so each column of the
normalized W ′ can be considered as the weights corresponding
to each image.
3) Iris Mask Production: The final problem in signal level
fusion is how to produce an iris mask for the fused image. This
iris mask indicates the detected noise like specular reflection
and eyelids. In this paper, we adopt a simple AND rule: given
a set of iris captures, a pixel is masked as noise if it is detected
as noise in the iris segmentation phase of any individual iris
captures. We note that such a scheme is possible to lead to
information loss, since it is possible to eliminate the pixels
successfully reconstructed in the low rank component. A better
solution is to seek a threshold based on the times a position
is detected as noise in all the iris captures. However, we
experimentally find that the AND rule we use is sufficient
to obtain a well performance. Also, it avoids the need for
selection of a threshold which might be data dependent.
Example results of LRM and EWM are shown in Fig. 2(d).
We would like to note that despite of a similar visual
appearance, the results of these two methods contain the
information sought from different aspects: LRM eliminates
all the estimated noise at a cost of information loss;
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EWM utilizes all the information in the original iris captures
while suppressing the estimated noise.
C. Code Level Combination
The result of either LRM or EWM fusion is not fully noise-
free. For LRM, it is possible to fail to estimate the noiseless
information when a position is consistently occupied by noise
in most of the images. As for EWM, it utilizes the original iris
captures for fusion. The weighting scheme of EWM is able
to mitigate the noise, but not fully eliminate it. Therefore, we
propose a code level combination method to further suppress
the noise in the results of LRM and EWM.
This code level combination method is based on the inherent
stability of iris patterns: assuming that we have some fully
noise-free iris captures of the same eye, the iris codes extracted
from these captures should be highly consistent. Based on
this, we can seek more reliable bits in iris codes via the
bit consistency between the iris codes extracted from the
LRM and EWM results. In other words, a bit is considered
more reliable if it is consistent between the iris codes extracted
from LRM and EWM results. By only preserving these
more reliable bits for iris matching stage, we expect that an
improved performance can be achieved. Essentially, the idea
is similar to the iris weight map method [7], [8], [15].
Specifically, given multiple noisy iris captures of the same
eye, we obtain two images via the proposed signal level fusion,
one using LRM and the other one using EWM. We extract two
iris codes from the two images. We fuse the two iris codes by
only preserving the bits that are consistent between them. This
can be simply implemented by using either one of the two iris
codes as the final iris code, and eliminating the inconsistent
bits between the two iris codes in the corresponding iris mask.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we present the results of experimen-
tal analysis for the proposed signal level fusion method.
First, we introduce our experiment setting, including datasets,
fusion setting, parameter setting and performance evaluation
(section IV-A). Then, with the low rank approximation method
fixed, we analyse the effect of each individual signal level
fusion step, including low rank mean fusion, error weighted
mean fusion and code level combination (section IV-B).
Next, with the signal level fusion steps fixed, we study the
performance of the propose SE-LRMF model for low rank
approximation (section IV-C). We compare the performance
of SE-LRMF with representative low rank approximation
algorithms. After that, we compare the proposed SE-LRMF
based signal level fusion with existing methods, including
no-fusion (section IV-D), signal level fusion (section IV-E),
score level fusion (section IV-F) and other recent iris recog-
nition algorithms (section IV-G). Finally, we analyse the
influence of noise level on the performance of our algorithm
(section IV-H).
A. Experiment Setting
1) Datasets: We conduct the experiments on three bench-
mark datasets: ND-iris-0405 [37], CAISA.v4 distance [38] and
UBIRIS.v2 [12]. The three datasets cover the data captured
in varying less constrained environments. ND-iris-0405 (also
referred as ND0405 in this paper) is a large-scale dataset
captured in NIR wavelength and at a close distance. Many
real-world conditions occur in this dataset, leading to degra-
dations in the captures, including blurring, eyelids occlusion,
specular reflection, off-angle, etc. Also, some subjects wear
soft contact lenses which cause distortion on iris textures. The
current version of this dataset includes 64, 982 iris images
from 712 eyes. In our experiment, we use a subset with the
first 15 images of each eye. For the eyes with less than
15 images, all the iris images are used. Furthermore, we
eliminate 82 images with too poor quality from the subset
(these images have too small iris region due to factors like
heavy eyelids occlusion and large off-angle). It leads to
a ND-iris-0405 subset consisting of 9811 images from
712 eyes to use in the experiment. This subset represents the
iris data with a relatively lower noise level. The iris images
in this subset are captured at a noiseless wavelength (NIR)
and a close distance, hence with good resolution and clear
iris texture, but suffering from the noise due to real-world
conditions.
CASIA.v4 distance (also referred as CASIA4 in this paper)
is a dataset of images captured at a distance under NIR wave-
length. The stand-off distance is around 3 meters. It consists of
142 subjects. The images include most of facial features and
patterns. The eye region of most images suffers from blinking,
eyelids occlusion, specular reflection and motion blur. In our
experiment, we detect left and right eye regions using classical
Viola-Jones object detector [39]. We correct false detections
manually, and we eliminate 97 eye regions with too poor
quality (most of these eye regions are completely covered
by specular reflection). It results a subset with 5037 iris
images from 284 eyes to use in the experiment. This dataset
represents the iris data with a medium noise level. The images
are captured at NIR wavelength but at a distance. As a
result, the iris region has a low resolution; the iris texture is
visually less clear; the noise in this dataset is heavier than that
in ND-iris-0405.
UBIRIS.v2 (also referred as UBIRIS2 in this paper) is a
colour iris dataset captured with dynamic lighting conditions.
The stand-off distance is between 3 and 8 meters. The images
are influenced by specular reflection across the eye region,
eyelids occlusion, off-angle and blurring. The whole dataset
consists of 11, 102 images from 261 subjects. In our experi-
ment, we use a subset with 1000 images from 171 eyes. This
subset was released for NICE II contest [11]. We think it is
reasonable to use this subset as a representative set for the data
in the whole UBIRIS2 dataset, because of its good generality.
This subset was released for a public contest, and it is widely
used in many following researches like [14]–[16] and [40].
Also, due to its good generality, using this subset enables to
roughly compare the performance of algorithms in relevant
literature. For UBIRIS.v2, we operate on the red channel of
RGB colour space. This dataset represents the iris data with
a relatively higher noise level. The images are captured not
only at a distance, but also in a noisy wavelength (colour).
We show some examples of the images in the three datasets
in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Example images of the dataset we use. (a) ND-iris-0405;
(b) CASIA.v4 distance; (c) UBIRIS.v2.
For all the datasets, we segment and unwrap the iris region
using the algorithm in [41]. We correct the failed segmenta-
tions manually. The size of unwrapped iris image is set to
100 ×360. We divide the unwrapped iris image by a factor of
255 to normalize the intensity to [0, 1]. We use 1-D log-Gabor
filter [42] to extract iris codes.
2) Fusion Setting: Given the above datasets, we need to
construct gallery and probe sets for experimental analysis of
information fusion methods. In this paper, we simulate the
scenario where both gallery and probe images are captured
in less constrained environment, so both of them suffer from
the influence of noise. Accordingly, we construct both gallery
and probe sets by fusing the information in multiple noisy
captures. We note that some researches like [20] and [21]
directly use high quality still iris images as gallery without
fusion. We do not follow this scenario because it is difficult
to obtain high quality still iris images to construct the gallery
in some applications like surveillance or mobile device-based
capture. We simulate a scenario which has less requirements
on the iris image quality in both registration and iris matching
phases. Under such scenario, most existing feature level fusion
methods [22]–[24], [27] are less applicable, since these meth-
ods need high quality iris images to learn the relationship
between low resolution and high resolution features. Thus,
we consider signal level fusion and score level fusion in our
experiment.
Based on the above simulated scenario, for signal level
fusion, we construct the gallery and probe sets as follows. For
a specific eye, we fuse the first 5 images to produce a single
gallery iris code. Then, from the remaining images of this
eye, we randomly select 5 images and fuse them to produce
a probe iris code. To produce multiple probe iris codes, the
above random selection and fusion based on the remaining
images are performed multiple times. It simulates the case that
in the iris matching phase, the captured images can be different
at each time of matching. If an eye has less than 5 images, we
fuse all the images to produce the gallery iris code, and there
are no probe iris codes. If an eye has less than 10 images,
we fuse the first 5 images to produce the gallery iris code,
and we fuse all the remaining images to produce a probe iris
code without random selection. The number of images for
fusion (5) is chosen so that we have enough information for
fusion, while we can produce a sufficient number of probe iris
codes as well.
For score level fusion, the fusion setting is similar. The
difference is that, given a set of iris captures, instead of fusing
TABLE I
PARAMETER SETTING ON EACH DATASET
them and producing one iris code, we extract iris codes from
each individual iris capture to produce an iris code set. In the
matching phase, given a gallery iris code set and a probe iris
code set, the final matching score is calculated by fusing the
matching scores between the iris codes in the probe and gallery
iris code sets.
3) Parameter Setting and Performance Evaluation: We use
exclusive data for parameter setting and performance
evaluation. For ND-iris-0405 dataset, we use the first 20 eyes
to tune the parameters, and we use the remaining 692 eyes
to evaluate the performance. For CASIA.v4 distance dataset,
we use the first 20 eyes to tune the parameters, and we
use the remaining 264 eyes to evaluate the performance. For
UBIRIS.v2 dataset, we use the first 19 eyes to tune the
parameters, and we use the remaining 152 eyes to evaluate
the performance.
Considering parameter setting, there are 4 parameters to
be determined: r is the rank of low rank approximation in
SE-LRMF model; λ in Eqn. 3 is a parameter controlling the
trade-off between the reconstruction error and the sparsity of
noise; wavelength and sigmaOnf are 1-D log-Gabor parame-
ters. Based on the above described data for parameter tuning,
we report the setting of these parameters in Tab. I.
For performance evaluation of signal level fusion, the above
settings of fusion and performance evaluation data lead to the
following gallery and probe sets: 692 gallery iris codes and
6200 probe iris codes for ND-iris-0405; 264 gallery iris codes
and 5114 probe iris codes for CASIA.v4 distance; 152 gallery
iris codes and 606 probe iris codes for UBIRIS.v2. As for
score level fusion, the number of fused intra-class and inter-
class matching scores is exactly the same as signal level fusion.
B. Analysis of Each Signal Level Fusion Step
As described in section III-B, given the low rank and error
components produced by SE-LRMF, the proposed method
includes three fusion steps: low rank mean (LRM) fusion,
error weighted mean (EWM) fusion and code level combi-
nation (CLC). In this subsection, we analyse the effect of
each individual fusion step. We use mean fusion (MF) as
the baseline, because EWM is essentially an improved mean
fusion. We show the CMC and ROC curves of MF, LRM,
EWM, CLC in Fig. 4.
We have two main observations from Fig. 4. First, EWM
achieves a generally better performance than MF. This result
illustrates that the proposed EWM can better mitigate the noise
in the iris captures compared to MF. Second, it can be seen
that although the performance of LRM and EWM varies on
different datasets, CLC consistently leads to improved CMC
and ROC curves compared to either LRM or EWM on all the
datasets. This observation suggests that with SE-LRMF for
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Fig. 4. The CMC and ROC curves to analyse each signal level fusion step. (a) CMC, ND0405. (b) CMC, CASIA4. (c) CMC, UBIRIS2. (d) ROC, ND0405.
(e) ROC, CASIA4. (f) ROC, UBIRIS2.
low rank approximation, CLC is able to achieve an improved
and more stable performance in comparison to LRM and
EWM. It validates the effectiveness of the proposed code level
combination.
C. Comparison Between SE-LRMF and Existing Low Rank
Approximation Algorithms
In this subsection, we make comparisons between the
proposed SE-LRMF model and existing low rank approx-
imation (LRA) algorithms to study the effectiveness of
SE-LRMF in the proposed framework of signal level fusion.
We make the comparison by: (1) fixing the fusion steps
(LRM, EWM, CLC); (2) varying the algorithm of LRA to
produce the low rank and error components used by the fusion
steps.
As described in section II-B, existing LRA algorithms
can be categorized into low rank decomposition and low
rank matrix factorization. Accordingly, we make the compar-
ison with a representative low rank decomposition algorithm
and a representative low rank matrix factorization algorithm.
In terms of low rank decomposition, we make the com-
parison with robust principal component analysis (RPCA)
in [26], since RPCA is currently one of the most widely
used algorithms for low rank decomposition. As for low
rank matrix factorization, we compare with the cyclic weight
median algorithm with 1 error term proposed in [27] (referred
as L1-LRMF). As reported in [27], this algorithm outperforms
most existing LRA algorithms in the task of reconstruct-
ing noiseless images from multiple corrupted observations.
To eliminate the influence of CLC and have an insight on
the effect of the low rank and error components produced by
different LRA algorithms, we report the performance of LRM,
EWM and CLC with different LRA algorithms in Fig. 5.
We have several observations from the results in Fig. 5.
First, considering the results of LRM, we find that the
proposed SE-LRMF achieves a generally better perfor-
mance in comparison to RPCA and L1-LRMF. Specifically,
on ND-iris-0405 dataset, LRM with SE-LRMF achieves com-
parable identification and verification performance to LRM
with L1-LRMF, and the the performance is better than RPCA.
On CASIA.v4 distance and UBIRIS.v2 datasets, LRM with
SE-LRMF outperforms LRM with RPCA and L1-LRMF in
both identification and verification. Moreover, the performance
of LRM with SE-LRMF is more stable. It can be seen that
LRM with L1-LRMF performs better than LRM with RPCA
on ND-iris-0405 and UBIRIS.v2 datasets, while LRM with
RPCA is better than LRM with L1-LRMF on CASIA.v4
distance dataset. In contrast, LRM with SE-LRMF achieves
a more stable performance at a top level on all the datasets.
This observation suggests that, for iris recognition using LRM
fusion, the low rank components sought by SE-LRMF are able
to achieve a more stable and top-level performance, compared
to the low rank components sought by RPCA and L1-LRMF.
Second, generally, we find that EWM with different LRA
algorithms have similar performance. It means that varying
the LRA algorithm has little influence on the result of EWM.
We think the reason is that although different LRA algorithms
lead to varying estimations on low rank components, these
LRA algorithms have similar results on error components.
Therefore, EWM with different LRA algorithms has similar
performance. The only exception is ND-iris-0405 where EWM
with SE-LRMF and L1-LRMF perform better than EWM with
RPCA. Considering that ND-iris-0405 is captured at a close
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Fig. 5. The CMC and ROC curves for the comparison between SE-LRMF and existing low rank approximation models. (a) CMC, ND0405.
(b) CMC, CASIA4. (c) CMC, UBIRIS2. (d) ROC, ND0405. (e) ROC, CASIA4. (f) ROC, UBIRIS2.
distance, we think this observation may suggest that EWM
with SE-LRMF and L1-LRMF are preferable for this type
of iris data. When the capturing distance grows, EWM with
different LRA algorithms have little difference.
Third, we find that given the similar performance of
EWM, the performance variation of CLC with different
LRA algorithms is not as large as that of LRM with different
LRA algorithms. In our opinion, this observation validates the
effectiveness of CLC: it further eliminates the unreliable bits
in LRM results, hence different LRA algorithms have similar
performance after CLC. However, we can find that CLC with
SE-LRMF still has a top performance in comparison to CLC
with RPCA and L1-LRMF. In terms of identification, on
ND-iris-0405 dataset, CLC with SE-LRMF achieves a com-
parable rank 1 recognition accuracy to CLC with L1-LRMF,
and this performance is better than CLC with RPCA.
On CASIA.v4 distance and UBIRIS.v2 datasets, the rank 1
recognition accuracy of CLC with SE-LRMF is higher than
that of CLC with RPCA and L1-LRMF. As for verification,
on ND-iris-0405 dataset, CLC with SE-LRMF achieves a
comparable ROC curve to CLC with L1-LRMF, and this
performance is better than CLC with RPCA. On CASIA.v4
distance dataset, the ROC curve of CLC with SE-LRMF is
slightly better than that of CLC with RPCA and L1-LRMF. On
UBIRIS.v2 dataset, CLC with SE-LRMF also leads a better
ROC curve. Considering the noise level of all the datasets
(ND0405 (close + NIR) < CAISA4 (distant + NIR) <
UBIRIS2 (distant + colour)), we can say that CLC with
SE-LRMF performs better for the data with relatively heavier
noise, while it is still able to achieve a top performance on
the data with less noise.
Four, we find that CLC does not always lead to an improved
performance over LRM and EWM. On ND-iris-0405 dataset,
CLC with RPCA has a lower rank 1 recognition accuracy
than EWM with RPCA. Also, on ND-iris-0405 and UBIRIS.v2
datasets, the ROC curves of CLC with RPCA and EWM with
RPCA are very similar. In our opinion, a possible reason is
that on these two datasets, the result of LRM with RPCA
contains a high level of noise. The noise level is so high that
it influences the result of CLC: too many noiseless bits in
EWM results are excluded due to their inconsistency with the
noisy bits in LRM results. In other words, the result of CLC
is biased due to noise.
We conduct an experiment to gain a deeper insight into
the above bias effect. In this experiment, we measure the
noise level in LRM and EWM results by the percentage
of inconsistent bits between the iris codes extracted from
LRM and EWM results. A higher percentage of inconsistent
bits means that at least one of the LRM and EWM results
has a high noise level, since the iris codes extracted from
LRM and EWM results should be highly consistent if both
LRM and EWM results are low-noise or noise-free, due to
the inherent stability of iris pattern. The detailed experiment
is as follows. Given the fusion setting in section IV-A, we have
multiple image sets for fusion to produce gallery and probe
iris codes. Given a specific image set and a LRA algorithm, we
produce a LRM fused image and an EWM fused image, and
we measure the percentage of inconsistent bits between the iris
codes extracted from the two LRM and EWM fused images.
For a specific LRA algorithm, we use the mean percentage
of inconsistent bits calculated using all the image sets as
the estimation of the noise level in the fusion results of this
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Fig. 6. The distribution of 1 distances between the raw feature values extracted from LRM and EWM results. (a) ND0405. (b) CASIA4. (c) UBIRIS2.
TABLE II
PERCENTAGE OF INCONSISTENT BITS BETWEEN
LRM AND EWM FUSION RESULTS
LRA algorithm (note that we do no distinguish gallery and
probe). In Tab. II, we report the percentage of inconsistent
bits measured using RPCA, L1-LRMF and SE-LRMF on the
three datasets.
Investigating on the results in Tab. II, we find that the
percentage of inconsistent bits increases with the noise level
of datasets (ND0405 < CAISA4 < UBIRIS2). It is consistent
with our above analysis to use the percentage of inconsistent
bits to measure the noise level. Also, it is very clear that
RPCA have the highest percentage of inconsistent bits among
the three LRA algorithms. It means that the fusion results
with RPCA contain relatively heavier noise. Consequently, the
result of CLC with RPCA is more likely to be biased due to
the noise in the LRM and EWM fused images. This explains
our above experimental observation four. Moreover, we can
find that SE-LRMF has the lowest percentage of inconsistent
bits among the three LRA algorithms on all the three datasets.
This observation demonstrates that the LRM and EWM fused
images with SE-LRMF have the lowest noise level. Thus, CLC
with SE-LRMF is more likely to avoid the bias due to noise.
In other words, compared to RPCA and L1-LRMF, SE-LRMF
has the potential to achieve a more robust performance in the
proposed framework for signal level fusion.
Moreover, we perform another similar analysis. In this
analysis, we measure the noise level in LRM and EWM results
using the 1 distance between the raw feature values (feature
values before quantization) extracted from these two results.
The smaller the 1 distance, the lower the noise level. The
reason is similar to the one stated in the above analysis via bit
inconsistency. In Fig. 6, we plot the distribution of 1 distances
calculated from all the image sets for fusion on the three
datasets, with RPCA, L1-LRMF and SE-LRMF for LRA.
It can be seen that the result is similar to the analysis based
on bit inconsistency. The distribution is consistent with the
noise level in each dataset: for the dataset with a lower noise
level, there are more raw feature values with a smaller 1
distance between LRM and EWM results. Also, among the
three LRA algorithms, RPCA has the smallest number of small
1 distances on all the datasets. It means the fusion result of
RPCA has heavier noise, and this explains the observation
four above. Finally, compared to RPCA and L1-LRMF, the
proposed SE-LRMF leads to more small l distances and
fewer large 1 distances on the three datasets. This means
that, compared to RPCA and L1-LRMF, SE-LRMF leads to
less noise in fusion results, so it is more likely to avoid the
bias due to noise, achieving a more robust performance.
D. Comparison With No Fusion Methods
We use iris recognition results without fusion as the
baseline. We make the comparisons between the proposed
SE-LRMF based signal level fusion (referred as SE-LRMF)
and no fusion baseline methods. We design two no fusion
methods. No fusion method 1 (NF1) is a single gallery single
probe method. It simulates the case that we use one image
per eye as the gallery in registration phase, and we capture
a single probe image for matching in iris matching stage.
The comparison between NF1 and SE-LRMF explores the
performance between: (1) only using the information in single
capture as gallery and probe and (2) fusing the information in
multiple captures to produce gallery and probe. The gallery
and probe sets for NF1 are constructed as follows. Recall that
in the fusion setting in section IV-A, we have some image sets
for fusion to construct gallery and probe sets for information
fusion methods. To construct the gallery of NF1, we retrieve
all the image sets that are used to construct the gallery in our
fusion setting. From each retrieved image set, we randomly
select 1 image, and we extract the iris code from the selected
image as one NF1 gallery iris code. In other words, given a set
of images from the same eye, SE-LRMF fuses them to produce
one gallery iris code, while NF1 randomly selects one of them
to produce one gallery iris code. It leads to a NF1 gallery set
with the same iris code number and label to the SE-LRMF
gallery set. We use the same method to produce the probe set
of NF1. Given a pair of gallery and probe sets of NF1, we
calculate CMC and ROC curves to evaluate the performance.
We repeat the above random selection of gallery and probe sets
of NF1 for 50 times. We use the mean of the CMC and ROC
curves obtained from the 50 runs as the performance of NF1
for comparison. We note that the above procedure may lead
to repeated probe iris codes in the NF1 probe set, since in our
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Fig. 7. The CMC and ROC curves for the comparison between SE-LRMF and no fusion methods. (a) CMC, ND0405. (b) CMC, CASIA4. (c) CMC,
UBIRIS2. (d) ROC, ND0405. (e) ROC, CASIA4. (f) ROC, UBIRIS2.
fusion setting, the image sets used to produce the probe set can
overlap. However, we think the random selection and multiple
runs make NF1 a reasonable estimator of the performance of
a single probe single gallery no fusion setting.
No fusion method 2 (NF2) is a multiple gallery single probe
method without fusion. It simulates the case that we enrich
the information in gallery by capturing multiple iris images
per eye but without fusing them. In matching phase, a single
probe is captured and compared with the gallery. The probe set
of NF2 is constructed using exactly the same method as NF1.
As for the gallery set, we retrieve all the image sets used
to produce the gallery in our fusion setting, and we use the
iris codes extracted from all the retrieved images as gallery.
Similar to NF1, the above procedure is repeated 50 times, and
we use mean CMC and ROC curves as the estimation of the
performance of NF2 for comparison. Note that for NF2, the
gallery set is exactly the same in each run, and only the probe
set is different due to random selection.
We report in Fig. 7 the CMC and ROC curves of NF1,
NF2 and SE-LRMF on all the datasets. It can be seen that:
(1) NF2 has a better performance compared to NF1;
(2) SE-LRMF leads to a significantly improved performance
compared to the two no fusion methods. The results demon-
strate that: (1) an improved performance can be achieved
by using more gallery images; (2) signal level fusion of the
information in multiple captures performs better than using
the information in single captures without fusion.
E. Comparison With Existing Signal Level Fusion Methods
In this subsection, we compare the proposed SE-LRMF
based signal level fusion method with existing signal
level fusion methods. We make the comparison with
mean fusion (MF) proposed in [19] and quality weighted
mean (QWM) fusion proposed in [21]. We report CMC and
ROC curves of MF, QWM and SE-LRMF in Fig. 8. It can
be seen that the proposed SE-LRMF based signal level fusion
outperforms existing signal level fusion methods.
F. Comparison With Existing Score Level Fusion Methods
In this subsection, we make comparisons between the
proposed SE-LRMF based signal level fusion method and
existing score level fusion methods. We compare with three
score level fusion methods: fusion using the mean of scores
(score-mean) [19], [24], fusion using the minimum of scores
(score-min) [19], [24], fusion using quality weighted mean of
scores (score-QWM) [21], [25]. We report the CMC and ROC
curves of score-mean, score-min, score-QWM and SE-LRMF
in Fig. 9.
Considering the identification performance (CMC) shown
in Fig. 9, we find that the performance of different algorithms
differs according to the datasets. On ND-iris-0405, mean
score based fusion methods (score-mean, score-QWM) achieve
higher rank 1 recognition accuracies than SE-LRMF, while
SE-LRMF performs better than score-min. On CASIA.v4
distance, the performance of SE-LRMF is comparable to
score-min, and it is better than mean score based methods.
On UBIRIS.v2, SE-LRMF outperforms all the other methods.
However, despite of the varying performance, we can see
that the performance of SE-LRMF is close to the top score
level method on less noisy NIR datasets, and it achieves a
significantly improved performance on more noisy colour
dataset. The rank 1 recognition accuracy of SE-LRMF
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Fig. 8. The CMC and ROC curves for the comparison between SE-LRMF and existing signal level fusion methods. (a) CMC, ND0405. (b) CMC, CASIA4.
(c) CMC, UBIRIS2. (d) ROC, ND0405. (e) ROC, CASIA4. (f) ROC, UBIRIS2.
Fig. 9. The CMC and ROC curves for the comparison between SE-LRMF and existing score level fusion methods. (a) CMC, ND0405. (b) CMC, CASIA4.
(c) CMC, UBIRIS2. (d) ROC, ND0405. (e) ROC, CASIA4. (f) ROC, UBIRIS2.
is 1.25% lower than the best method on ND-iris-0405, and
it is 0.12% to the best method on CASIA.v4 distance.
On UBIRIS.v2, the rank 1 recognition accuracy of
SE-LRMF is 10.40% higher than the second best
method.
Also, considering the stability of identification performance,
we find that SE-LRMF is more stable compared to each
individual score level fusion method. We can see from the
CMC cruves that the performance of score level fusion meth-
ods is less stable. score-mean and score-QWM perform better
than score-min on ND-iris-0405, but score-min performs better
on the other two datasets. In contrast, SE-LRMF achieves mid-
level performance on the NIR datasets, and it performs best
on the colour dataset.
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We think the above identification performance is closely-
related to the noise level in the iris images in each dataset.
Score level fusion is sensitive to the noise level in iris captures.
Lower noise level leads to higher reliability in the matching
scores between individual gallery and probe iris codes, hence
it results more reliable fused scores. On the contrary, if the
noise level is too high, the matching scores between individual
gallery and probe iris codes become highly unreliable. As a
result, fusing these matching scores brings little advantage.
Compared to score level fusion, signal level fusion is less
sensitive to the noise level of iris captures. The reason is that
the iris codes of signal level fusion are extracted from the
fused images, and the fusion process is able to suppress noise
and enhance the stable structure in iris images.
The above analysis is consistent to the CMC curves in
Fig. 9. ND-iris-0405 dataset has a relatively lower noise level.
Therefore, on this dataset, the best score level fusion method
(score-QWM) performs better than the signal level SE-LRMF.
The noise level of the images in CASIA.v4 distance dataset
is higher than that in ND-iris-0405 dataset. Correspondingly,
on this dataset, signal level SE-LRMF performs similar to the
best score level fusion method (score-min). The images in
UBIRIS,v2 dataset contain relatively heavier noise due to a
combination of visible wavelength and distant capturing. Con-
sequently, signal level SE-LRMF still performs well, while the
performance of score level fusion methods heavily degrades.
In terms of verification performance, SE-LRMF achieves
better ROC curves compared to score level fusion methods on
all the datasets. It is interesting that score level fusion performs
good in CMC curves but not in ROC curves. We think such
observation can be explained as follows. Score level fusion is
more accurate in intra-class matching. It leads to more accurate
lowest matching scores and good CMC curves. However,
score level fusion is less effective in inter-class comparisons.
It results in less accurate inter-class matching scores which
influence ROC curves. In contrast, SE-LRMF performs well
in both intra-class and inter-class matching, and it leads to
good performance in both CMC and ROC curves.
In conclusion, compared to score level fusion, (1) SE-LRMF
based signal level fusion is able to achieve a better identifi-
cation performance on the colour data with relatively heavier
noise, while it also performs well on the NIR captures with
relatively lower noise; (2) SE-LRMF based signal level fusion
is more stable in identification; (3) SE-LRMF based signal
level fusion achieves better verification performance on the
iris data with varying noise levels.
G. Comparison With Other Recent Iris Recognition Algorithms
In this subsection, we make comparisons with other recently
proposed iris recognition algorithms. These algorithms gener-
ally focus on improving the feature extraction and iris match-
ing stages, instead of performing information fusion using
multiple captures. This comparison studies the effectiveness
of information fusion in less constrained iris recognition.
We compare with two recent algorithms: (1) geometric
key-based iris encoding [40] (GeoKey) and (2) stabilized iris
encoding and Zernike moments phase features [16] (SZM).
We choose these two algorithms for comparison, since they
are recently proposed algorithms achieving top performance
compared to other state-of-the-art algorithms in less con-
strained iris recognition, as reported in [16] and [40]. We also
compare with the result of the fusion of the two algorithms by
combining their matching scores (referred as GeoKey+SZM).
Considering that the above algorithms are not information
fusion algorithms, to make a reasonable comparison, we
evaluate their performance using the same experimental setting
to the no fusion method 2 (NF2) in section IV-D. Also, we
use NF2 as a reference of baseline performance.
We show the CMC and ROC curves for all the comparison
algorithms on all the datasets in Fig. 10. It can be seen
that GeoKey, SZM and GeoKey+SZM perform significantly
better than NF2, while SE-LRMF achieves top performance
among all the comparison methods. Actually, nearly all the
information fusion algorithms used in our comparisons in
previous subsections achieve better performance than GeoKey,
SZM and GeoKey+SZM. This result shows that information
fusion is able to significantly improve the performance of
less constrained iris recognition, even with less robust features
(note that the results of SE-LRMF and the information fusion
methods used in our comparisons in previous subsections are
based on the same feature as NL2). We think the reason is
that the robustness of the algorithm is significantly enhanced
in the fusion process of signals (scores) from multiple
captures.
H. The Influence of Noise on the Performance of SE-LRMF
As shown in the comparison in section IV-F, the perfor-
mance of SE-LRMF based fusion depends on the noise level
of captures. In this subsection, we conduct experiments to gain
a deeper insight into the influence of different noise types and
noise levels on the performance of SE-LRMF.
In this experiment, we group the images sets for fusion
in our fusion setting into several groups based on the noise
type and noise level, and we investigate the performance
of the fusion result corresponding to each group of image
sets. We use some quality measures (see below) to compute
the level of different types of noise in the data (e.g. blur,
off-angle, etc.). Given an image set for fusion and given a
quality measure, we compute the quality of this image set as
the mean quality of each image in it. Given the image sets
in our fusion setting evaluated by a specific quality measure,
we group them into 5 quality levels. The first level includes
the image sets with top 20% best quality; the second level
includes the image sets with 21% to 40% quality; similarly
for the other levels. Therefore, the group with a larger index
for quality level has a higher noise level. In this paper, we
only perform grouping for the image sets used to produce the
probe set in our fusion setting. To evaluate the performance
of each group of image sets, we match the probes produced
by each group to the full gallery set produced by our fusion
setting. It simulates the scenario that, in real applications, the
gallery set usually remains unchanged after registration phase,
and the variation of noise types and noise levels mainly exist
in the probes.
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Fig. 10. The CMC and ROC curves for the comparison between SE-LRMF and other recent iris recognition algorithms. (a) CMC, ND0405. (b) CMC,
CASIA4. (c) CMC, UBIRIS2. (d) ROC, ND0405. (e) ROC, CASIA4. (f) ROC, UBIRIS2.
In this paper, we investigate four representative noise types:
blur, off-angle, occlusion and motion. We calculate the corre-
sponding quality measures using the method in [21] and [43].
We focus on the comparison between the identification
performance of SE-LRMF and score level fusion methods.
For the other cases (comparison with signal level fusion and
other recent iris recognition algorithms in identification and
verification; comparison with score level fusion in verifica-
tion), we find that SE-LRMF performs generally better than
the compared methods across all the levels of different noise
types, on the three datasets. It is consistent with the results in
previous subsections where only score level fusion performs
better than SE-LRMF on some datasets in identification.
We use rank 1 accuracy to represent the identification
performance. In Fig. 11, we show the rank 1 accuracy of all
the comparison methods on different levels of each quality
measure. It can be seen that, on ND0405 which has the lowest
noise level, SE-LRMF performs generally worse than the best
score level fusion method on all the levels of each quality
measure; on CASIA4 with a higher noise level, SE-LRMF
performs worse than the best score level fusion method on
the first few quality levels, but it performs generally better
on the last few quality levels; on UBIRIS2 with the highest
noise level, SE-LRMF performs generally better than the other
methods across all the quality levels. The result shows that
SE-LRMF performs better for the data with a higher
noise level.
However, we find that, in Fig. 11, the trend of performance
change is not fully consistent with the noise level. In some
cases, the performance has obvious perturbation or increasing
when the noise level increases (for example, the focus measure
on ND0405 and UBIRIS2). In our opinion, this is due to
the mixture of noise types. In the datasets we use, a capture
usually suffers from multiple types of noise. Consequently,
the final performance is influenced by the combination of all
these noise types, rather than a specific one. Therefore, given
that the image sets are grouped based on one quality measure
(i.e. the level of one noise type), the final performance is
possible to be influenced by the variation in the level of other
noise types which may also affect each group. Also, more
complexity exists since noise types may not be independent
with each other. We think this problem of mixture of noise
types can be addressed in future research, either by performing
data capturing with the target noise type varied and the others
restricted at low levels, or by combining multiple individual
quality measures to obtain a quality measure that is better
related to the final performance.
Furthermore, we find that, the performance change is more
consistent with the change of motion level. This observation
means that the influence of motion on the final performance is
more dominant than the other noise types. We think a possible
reason is that motion is also source of other noise types, like
blur and off-angle. Therefore, the relevant quality measure
summarizes more relevant noise types.
In all, despite of the problem of mixture of noise types,
SE-LRMF performs better than the other methods on the data
with a higher level in any of the four noise types.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the problem of iris recognition
under less constrained environments. We propose a signal level
fusion method based on low rank approximation. First, we pro-
pose a sparse-error low rank matrix factorization (SE-LRMF)
model to separate iris pixels and noise pixels in multiple
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Fig. 11. The performance of SE-LRMF and score level fusion methods on varying levels of different quality measures. (a) ND0405, focus. (b) ND0405,
off-angle. (c) ND0405, occlusion. (d) ND0405, motion. (e) CASIA4, focus. (f) CASIA4, off-angle. (g) CASIA4, occlusion. (h) CASIA4, motion. (i) UBIRIS2,
focus. (j) UBIRIS2, off-angle. (k) UBIRIS2, occlusion. (l) UBIRIS2, motion.
iris captures. Then, the iris pixels and noise pixels are utilized
to perform signal level fusion individually, leading to a low
rank mean (LRM) fusion method and an error weighted
mean (EWM) fusion method. Finally, the results of LRM
and EWM are combined at the code level to produce a final
iris code. We conduct experiments on benchmark iris datasets
captured under different wavelengths and distances, with vary-
ing noise types and noise levels. The main conclusions are
summarized as follows:
• Using SE-LRMF for low rank approximation, the code
level combination of LRM and EWM results leads to an
improved performance over individual LRM and EWM
results.
• In comparison to representative low rank approximation
algorithms, SE-LRMF leads to a better and more stable
performance in the proposed framework of signal level
fusion. Also, SE-LRMF has the potential to achieve a
more robust performance.
• The proposed SE-LRMF based signal level fusion leads
to a significantly improved performance compared to the
baseline algorithms without fusion. It also performs better
than recently proposed iris recognition algorithms that do
not fuse the information from multiple captures.
• The proposed SE-LRMF based signal level fusion out-
performs existing signal level fusion methods.
• Compared to existing score level fusion methods, the
proposed SE-LRMF based signal level fusion has a
competitive and more stable identification performance,
and a better verification performance.
• The proposed SE-LRMF based signal level fusion
performs better for the captures with relatively heavier
noise.
Future work may consider to incorporate quality measures
into the proposed method to achieve better performance.
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